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Conference

10.00 Session 01
plenary - Top tips on the future of energy policy 
and the market

energy policy is changing rapidly with dramatic impacts 
on distributed energy projects. This session will provide 
insight into how the market will change covering, eCo, 
Contracts for difference, rhi and eU targets.

11.00 Session 02 
Contracts for difference, power purchase 
agreements (ppas) and auctioning 

support for large renewable energy projects is entering 
a new world with the introduction of Contracts for 
difference and auctioning. This session will examine 
how projects will be able to secure a Contract for 
difference and how ppas will work in the new regime.

12.00 Session 03
deCCÔs Community energy strategy and what it 
means for your projects

deCCÔs new Community energy strategy challenges 
industry to work with communities in a new way,  
including local investment opportunities. This session 
reviews new business models and what is working.

14.00 Session 04
overcoming grid barriers

Grid is often the key barrier to renewable energy 
projects. This session will hear how new approaches, 
collaboration and innovation can help overcome these 
barriers.

15.00 Session 05
opportunities for renewable heat

heat is a key challenge and policy is changing to 
incentivise more projects. This session will examine the 
changing renewable heat incentive and development 
of district heating.

The largest energy event in the south west.   
This is your opportunity to meet over 100 
exhibiting companies who can provide expert 
advice and solutions for your energy needs.
exhibitors include:  Western power distribution, Treco, renault, inazin, Forest 
Fuels, sunGift energy, iCe renewables, aeolus power, sMa solar, Vospers, 
Mole Valley Farmers, lightsource renewable energy, Jinko solar, landmark, TlT 
solicitors, sers, Green acorn, GdC Group, optimum heating, nuVision energy, sol 
electrical and many more...

Technology overview Imaginative engagement Landowners@REM
practical tips on investment, policy drivers 
and barriers for communities, landowners 
and businesses.  

people want to engage in energy issues, 
but the way they do it needs to be 
interesting!

looking to develop their own renewable 
energy projects and understand current 
policy initiatives and their opportunities. 

Biomass stories that make a difference energy farmers  

Wind participatory arts Farm scale anaerobic digestion

heat pumps Community engagement large scale solar

hydro poet in residence - Matt harvey supermarkets - driving down 
carbon

solar pV arts to inspire children Understanding the rhi

smart energy solutions Myth-busting Community or small scale fuel supply

 

£15+VaT

includes 
Talks

£125+VaT

for all  

sessions

£45+VaT

each per 
session

as high energy users we know we need to look at more 
renewable options and this sector is growing very quickly.  
The more we look at ideas and options the closer we will get 
to finding something which fits our business and realistically 
reduces our costs.    Matt Fripp, finance director, original style

Exhibition  

and Talks

Talks



www.renewableenergymarketplace.co.uk or call 01392 494399

The event is designed for anyone  
who is looking to secure their future 
energy needs and cut costs, including: 

 X Community leaders researching and buying 
devices for community energy projects

 X Farmers/landowners looking to put their  
land to good use

 X home owners and tourism businesses who  
want to save and generate energy

 X Businesses looking for secure energy supply

 X public sector - policy makers and energy 
managers

 X Construction sector looking for new opportunities

 X anyone looking for a green car!

All in one place, on one day...
 X Find out how to reduce your energy costs 

 X Test drive a green car

 X Meet over 100 exhibitors showing all the latest renewable 
energy technologies

 X see live demonstrations of installations and technologies

 X Visit the experts to get practical support

 X Get targeted advice for communities, landowners, 
homeowners and installers  

 X attend talks to help you understand the technologies 

 X Find out about the renewable heat incentive (rhi), Feed in 
Tariff, electricity Market reform and Green deal

 X Find out what you need to know to get your projects off 
the ground

 X pre-book surgery slots with a lawyer, accountant or 
planner

 X Meet others who have developed projects.

Who attends?

Book now!

Don’t miss our 

Green Cars 
showcase

Highlights

Find out how to save energy!


